Title: Cut Pipe

Date: 1992

Media: Mixed media installation

Video Link: 
Description:

Two aluminum pipes (each 60 in. [152 cm.] long and 8 in. [20 cm.] in diameter), one modified 5-inch black-and-white video monitor (cathode ray tube removed from chassis) with projection lens, three speakers fit to the circumference of the pipes, one laserdisc player and one laserdisc (black-and-white; mono sound)

Dimensions: as installed, approx. 11 ft. (3.35 m.) long

Edition of three and one artist’s proof

Two pieces of aluminum pipe are installed end to end on the floor. They are positioned approximately 8 - 12 inches (20 – 30 cm.) apart as if they were once a single pipe that has been cut and pulled apart. In one pipe, a 5-inch black-and-white monitor is mounted behind a lens that is flush with the end of the pipe. In the other pipe an 8-inch loud speaker is mounted flush to its end. Two other 8-inch speakers are mounted inside the pipes facing out the opposite ends. A spoken text is heard, sounding as if it is being funneled through the pipe onto the visible speaker. A video image of hands pressing into the skin of a speaker - touching and manipulating it - is projected across the gap directly on the skin of the speaker, which has been painted white. The cut pipe becomes a metaphorical cross-section of the relationship between sound and image connected by the body. This central idea is reinforced by the literal projection of the image of the speaker / object onto the object itself and the spoken self-reflexive text that interacts with the physical manipulation of the speaker by the hands at the membrane of physicality - the skin of the object / speaker.

Spoken Text:

sounding the image

imaging a sound

locating the sound of my voice

imaging my voice

pushing my voice through the object

setting my voice to the image

to the sound

sounding the image

imaging the sound

touching my voice

encoding the object
touching the object
decoding my voice
fingering the threshold
surfing the space
following the edge
circuitous spiral inverting the polarities
investigating both beginnings and both ends
around an extended period of time
the time of my voice
the space of determination
tangent with my finger
my voice my finger
two nodes tuning the meaning of an action
sounding the image
imaging the sound
my skin its skin forming another skin
the skin of myself circulating with self-corrective pressure on its skin
forming a skin of space where I voice from
the skin is always forming and shedding itself
I have my finger on it moving it
I have my finger on my voice tracking it
driving it
moving the skin
spinning the skin
continuing the space
playing the meaning
stretching the skin taut
touching down
touching sound
touching image
touching touching
voicing my thoughts between the skins
playing the skin
drumming my thoughts into the skin
driving the space
driving the speaker
imaging the sound hitting your skin
keeping the space taut
drumming your mind through the skin
circulating the space
circulating the sound
grafting my voice to the skin space
tracing our spiral in and out
pulling the skin
pushing the skin
sending the skin to push the space to pull your skin taut
to touch your space
circulating the skin
I have my finger on my voice
tangent to the skin
put your finger on it
put your mind through it
skin your thought
graft your skin
shed your skin
I want your skin
give your skin to me
I want to put my finger on it
I want to circumscribe the space
tracking the threshold
imaging the sound
sounding the image
forming the skin space
drumming your mind through the skin
drumming the skin stretched through your mind
I want your mind
I want your mind for the skin space
I want to peel the skin through the space
imaging the skin
peeling back the space
sounding the skin taut
the skin is pushing my voice
the skin is pulling my voice
forming a skin of space where I voice from
stretching my voice to the edge
pulling the skin
pushing the skin
sending the skin to push the space to pull our skin taut
sounding the sounding
imaging the imaging
sounding the imaging
voicing the skin
spacing the thoughts under the skin
pulling it taut
locating the space
imaging the distance between soundings
sounding the skin stretched between us
I want the skin
I want to spread the skin
I want to cover my voice with the skin
steal the skin giving voice to the skin
cover the skin with the image of skin
space the sound
ground the voice to the skin
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